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ABSTRACT
We present a cross-calibration of CO- and dust-based molecular gas masses at z ≤ 0.2. Our
results are based on a survey with the IRAM 30-m telescope collecting CO(1–0) measurements
of 78 massive (logM/M> 10) galaxies with known gas-phase metallicities and with IR
photometric coverage from Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; 22 μm) and Herschel
Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; 250, 350, 500μm). We find a tight relation
(∼0.17 dex scatter) between the gas masses inferred from CO and dust continuum emission,
with a minor systematic offset of 0.05 dex. The two methods can be brought into agreement by
applying a metallicity-dependent adjustment factor (∼0.13 dex scatter). We illustrate that the
observed offset is consistent with a scenario in which dust traces not only molecular gas but
also part of the HI reservoir, residing in the H2-dominated region of the galaxy. Observations
of the CO(2–1) to CO(1–0) line ratio for two-thirds of the sample indicate a narrow range
in excitation properties, with a median ratio of luminosities 〈R21〉 ∼ 0.64. Finally, we find
dynamical mass constraints from spectral line profile fitting to agree well with the anticipated
mass budget enclosed within an effective radius, once all mass components (stars, gas, and
dark matter) are accounted for.
Key words: surveys – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies:
ISM – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – radio lines: galaxies.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The stellar build-up in galaxies proceeds for the most part gradually,
with about 90 per cent of star formation occurring on the so-called
main sequence (MS; Brinchmann et al. 2004; Noeske et al. 2007;
Peng et al. 2010), a near-linear relation between the star formation
rate (SFR) and stellar mass which separates regular galaxies from
starbursting and passive galaxies. The relative ratio of starbursts to
MS galaxies remains roughly unchanged out to z ∼ 2 (Rodighiero
et al. 2011; Sargent et al. 2012), the epoch at which the cosmic
SFR density peaked (Madau & Dickinson 2014). The tightness and
shape of the relation suggests that most of the stellar mass growth is
governed by a self-regulated equilibrium of star formation, the gas
inflows which fuel it and outflows (e.g. Lilly et al. 2013). Address-
 E-mail: c.bertemes@bath.ac.uk
ing to which degree variations in SFR can be attributed to variations
in the efficiency of star formation requires knowledge of their gas
content. The fuel for star formation is held in large molecular gas
clouds, which cool down efficiently to ∼10 K due to dust shielding,
the formation of molecules, and (mostly) CO emission (see e.g.
Heyer & Dame 2015 for a review). Although H2 is the most abun-
dant molecule in these reservoirs, it cannot be observed directly
because its first excited state, the J = 1 rotational state, is 175 K
above the ground state. At the low prevalent temperatures, almost
no molecules occupy this state. Any assessment of the molecular
gas content is thus confined to indirect methodologies.
One avenue is to study the optically thick CO rotational transition
lines originating from the surface of molecular gas clouds in order
to indirectly infer their mass integrated over a galactic region or the
galaxy as a whole. This approach adopts a metallicity-dependent
conversion factor αCO (Genzel et al. 2012; Bolatto, Wolfire & Leroy
2013). Historically, CO-based studies were first conducted predom-
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inantly for very luminous infrared outliers including starbursts (e.g.
Radford, Downes & Solomon 1991; Solomon et al. 1997). Over the
past two decades however, studies in the local Universe have aimed
to target a more complete census of galaxies, including regular
galaxies (Kenney & Young 1988; Saintonge et al. 2011, 2017), nor-
mal, non-interacting discs (Braine et al. 1993), early-type galaxies
(Combes, Young & Bureau 2007; Young et al. 2011), active galac-
tic nucleus (AGN) hosts (Garcı´a-Burillo et al. 2003), and isolated
galaxies (Lisenfeld et al. 2011). Also at higher redshifts, the advent
of state-of-the-art facilities with increased sensitivity has enabled
studies probing down to normal galaxies, responsible for the bulk of
cosmic star formation (Daddi et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2010; Geach
et al. 2011; Magdis et al. 2012; Magnelli et al. 2012; Bauermeister
et al. 2013; Genzel et al. 2015).
In recent years, an alternative approach based on studying dust
as a gas tracer has emerged, since molecules form primarily on the
surface of larger dust grains acting as a coolant and as a protec-
tion against dissociating radiation. Wide area and deep pencil-beam
observations with the Herschel Space Telescope together with ad-
vanced interferometric observations over broad bandwidths with
the NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA) and the At-
acama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) have ac-
cumulated high-quality infrared continuum spectral energy distri-
butions (SEDs) and/or monochromatic flux measurements in the
Rayleigh−Jeans tail of the dust emission for large samples of galax-
ies. From those, dust masses can be derived and combined with
metallicity-dependent dust-to-gas scaling relations (e.g. Leroy et al.
2011; Sandstrom et al. 2013) to yield a measure of the gas reservoir.
While intrinsically lacking some of the other merits of spectral line
surveys (use as kinematic tracer, probe of detailed molecular gas
conditions, ability to map at higher spatial resolution by exploiting
the dynamic range in velocities) for the sake of measuring bulk gas
reservoirs, dust-based approaches have been appealing due to the
reduced telescope time they typically require.
It is encouraging that the global picture of rapidly declining
molecular gas fractions over the past 10 gigayears is recovered by
studies employing CO and dust methods alike (Daddi et al. 2010;
Genzel et al. 2010, 2015; Riechers et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2010,
2013, 2018; Geach et al. 2011; Magdis et al. 2012; Magnelli et al.
2012). Results based on the two tracers can further be brought into
quantitative agreement via the application of zero-point corrections
(Genzel et al. 2015; Tacconi et al. 2018). However, one should bear
in mind that for most of the above evolutionary studies, statements
on the agreement between methods refer largely to the ensemble
of galaxies, and in the case of IR SED analyses frequently rely on
stacking. Samples of galaxies for which measurements in both trac-
ers can be compared on an individual object basis remain sparse,
and where available resulting gas masses can differ by up to ∼0.5
dex depending on the exact prescription (Decarli et al. 2016). The
situation, especially at higher look-back times, becomes more dire if
requiring constraints on the gas-phase metallicity extracted directly
from optical line ratios rather than inferred from a mass–metallicity
relation, which itself features substantial scatter.
Direct cross-calibrations between CO- and dust-based gas masses
exploiting large statistical samples with known metallicities there-
fore remain indispensable, even at lower redshifts. Examples of
such recent comparisons between CO and far-infrared luminosities
of nearby galaxies, or of the gas masses based thereupon, include
Bourne et al. (2013, 20 submm-selected galaxies), Scoville et al.
(2014, 12 nearby galaxies most of which are UltraLuminous In-
fraRed Galaxies, ULIRGs), and Groves et al. (2015) who study
the galaxy-integrated and resolved radial trends for 36 KINGFISH-
HERACLES-THINGS galaxies spanning a wider dynamic range.
Here, we present an IRAM 30-m CO survey, carried out in the
region of the Herschel Stripe82 Survey (HerS; Viero et al. 2014)
and complemented with Arecibo observations, targeting 78 massive
(log M  10) star-forming galaxies. Augmented with 14 COLD
GASS (Saintonge et al. 2011) galaxies with matching sample def-
inition and data requirements, our sample covers a larger dynamic
range in luminosity than Bourne et al. (2013) and Scoville et al.
(2014), and sensitively increases number statistics for this type of
analysis within our considered mass range. Specifically, the dust
method we explore is based on a WISE+SPIRE sampling of the IR
SED with the aim of making our results directly applicable to the
thousands of galaxies in overlap between these two legacy data sets.
The goal of this paper is to establish at z∼ 0 a statistical cross-
calibration between CO- and dust-based gas masses based on the
same set of galaxies with known metallicities and relying on direct
observations rather than stacking. Once such a cross-calibration is
established, it can be applied to Herschel legacy data sets. Further,
when carefully accounting for the cosmic evolution of the atomic-
to-molecular gas ratio (Obreschkow & Rawlings 2009), the cross-
calibration could in principle function as a zero-point for high-
redshift studies with NOEMA and ALMA.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our sample
and observations. In Section 3, we outline the methods used to deter-
mine gas and dynamical masses. We present our results on the cross-
calibration of gas mass measurements, the excitation properties and
dynamical mass budget of galaxies in our sample in Section 4, and
proceed to a summary in Section 5. Throughout this paper, we as-
sume a standard cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, m= 0.3,
and  = 0.7. We further adopt a Chabrier (2003) IMF.
2 SA M P L E A N D O B S E RVAT I O N S
Here, we present our sample, the selection criteria tied to it, and the
direct observables obtained from CO and HI observations and the
ancillary IR and optical data.
2.1 Sample selection
Our sample is chosen with the goal of cross-calibrating CO- and
dust-based gas masses on, first of all, the same set of galaxies, and
secondly, only galaxies with known metallicities based on strong
optical nebular lines.
To ensure that the dust method can be applied to our sample
in addition to the CO method, we rely on IR data from the Her-
schel Stripe82 Survey (HerS; Viero et al. 2014) and the Wide-field
Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) All-Sky Re-
lease. The HerS imaging survey mapped an area of 79 deg2 within
the SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey)/Stripe82 field. Observations
were taken in the three IR photometric bands (250, 350, and 500
μm) of the Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE)
instrument. The focus on Stripe82 guarantees access to a multitude
of multiwavelength data from other surveys. The WISE mid-IR All-
Sky survey covered the entire sky in four imaging bands centred
around 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 μm. For our purpose, we require WISE
22 μm photometry combined with HerS detections in at least one
of the SPIRE 250, 350, and 500 μm bands (30 mJy, 3σ at 250 μm).
In our final sample, all 78 galaxies are 3σ detectedat 22, 250, and
350 μm, and 58 of them have a 3σ detection at 500 μm. That being
said, flux measurements of lower significance are still included in
the fit, with appropriate weights. For the WISE 22 μm band, we
adopt the profile-fitting (PRO) photometry given that none of our
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Figure 1. Our Stripe82 CO sample in the fgas versus stellar mass M plane
(black dots). COLD GASS measurements (blue squares) and upper limits
(blue arrows) are shown for reference. For both surveys the molecular gas
fractions are derived consistently using the same CO methodology. Our sam-
ple covers a broad parameter space with the exception of passive galaxies.
sources are extended at 22 μm (i.e. all have reduced χ2 < 3 from
the profile-fitting routine).
In order to have access to reliable gas-phase metallicity mea-
surements based on strong optical lines, and to prevent potential
non-stellar contributions to the SFR diagnostics we employ, we
require our targets to lie on the star-forming branch of the Bald-
win, Phillips & Terlevich (1981) diagram.1 From the 431 possible
objects fulfilling this and the IR-based conditions outlined above,
we choose a subset of 78 galaxies at 0.025 < z < 0.2 with stellar
masses M > 1010 M. In our selection, we aim to maximize the
range of galactic properties. As a result, our sample spans an or-
der of magnitude in M, nearly two orders of magnitude in SFR,
and gas mass fractions fgas typically ranging from ∼2 per cent to
∼30 per cent according to our CO-based estimates (originally cho-
sen based on the dust-based gas masses). Fig. 1 summarizes the
span in fgas and M in more detail compared to the Data Release
3 COLD GASS galaxies from Saintonge et al. (2011). We do not
target passive galaxies. At the lowest redshift, we target gas-poor
galaxies, while at higher redshifts, our galaxies were selected to
fall into the gas-rich tail, according to the dust-based prediction
(see Fig. 2). This approach serves to build a sample of considerable
dynamic range (comparable to the range in gas masses spanned
by all galaxies with log M/M > 10) in the most efficient man-
ner: targeting the abundant lower mass and thus intrinsically fainter
population at short distances, while selecting the more rare lumi-
nous systems from a larger cosmic volume. In more detail, the
position of our galaxies in the SFR − M plane, as well as the dis-
tribution of their MS offset  log(SFR) = log SFR − log SFRMS,
are summarized in Fig. 3, which contrasts them to the underly-
ing population of SDSS galaxies from the MPA-JHU data base
(Section 2.4). Rather than adopting a prescription for the MS from
the literature (which can vary depending on the adopted SFR in-
dicator and details of sample selection), we determine an MS with
constant sSFR based on the underlying MPA-JHU population with
logM/M > 10. This effectively corresponds to a linear MS with
1See Appendix A for an assessment of potential biases induced when ap-
plying our dust-based gas mass methodology to galaxies that do feature
contributions from an AGN to their infrared SED.
Figure 2. Dust-based molecular gas masses as a function of redshift. The
black dots represent our sample; the blue dots show the underlying mas-
sive galaxy population with S/N ≥ 3 detections in the WISE 22 μm band
and at least one SPIRE band. For reference, galaxies with stellar mass be-
low 1010 M satisfying otherwise identical criteria are marked with open
circles.
Figure 3. SFR as a function of stellar mass, M, for our sample (black
dots) and for the underlying MPA-JHU population (blue dots). Our galaxies
overlap with the star-forming part of the MPA-JHU sample. Specifically,
the upper left corner displays a histogram contrasting the offset from the
MS, log(SFR) = log SFR − log SFRMS, for our sample and the MPA-
JHU population with logM/M > 10. While our sample is preferentially
drawing from more actively star-forming galaxies, it spans the full range
of the MS population, within [ −1.2σ , +2.4σ ] from the midline of the MS
distribution.
zero-point log sSFR = log SFR − log M = −10.19. It is visible
that, compared to a random sample, our selection is preferentially
drawing from more (molecular) gas-rich and therefore more star-
forming galaxies. However, all of our galaxies are contained within
log(SFR) ∼ [−1.2σ,+2.4σ ]. We note that our sample includes
20 LIRGs (LIR > 1011 L), and no ULIRGs (LIR > 1012 L).
Postage stamps for our 78 galaxies (based on three SDSS bands,
gri) can be found in Appendix C.
In additon to the newly observed Stripe82 sources, we also
include all 14 star-forming galaxies (including 2 LIRGs and no
ULIRGs) from the COLD GASS survey for which dust-based gas
masses could be computed (i.e. detected in the WISE 22 μm band
and at least one of the three SPIRE bands (Griffin et al. 2010; Pilbratt
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et al. 2010) from the SPIRE Point Source Catalogue (SPSC2). As it
turns out, all of them have 3σ detections in all four IR bands used
for our analysis. Henceforth, we will simply refer as ‘our sample’
to the combination of our 78 CO observations and the 14 additional
COLD GASS sources.
2.2 CO observations and data reduction
Our CO observations were taken with the IRAM 30-m telescope
using the Eight Mixer Receiver (EMIR) with the Wideband Line
Multiple Autocorrelator (WILMA) backend. For all targets, the
redshifted CO(1–0) line could be observed in the upper sideband
of the 3 mm E090 band (89 − 117 GHz). We additionally observed
the redshifted CO(2–1) line whenever it was covered by the same
frequency set-up for the 1.3 mm E230 band. This was the case for
56 out of our 78 galaxies. Exposure times range from 6 to 108 min
with median value 〈texp〉 = 36 min, adjusted on an object-to-object
basis until a significant (>5σ ) detection was obtained.
The data reduction is performed using the CLASS software3 fol-
lowing procedures outlined by Saintonge et al. (2011). Each scan is
corrected for platforming and baseline subtracted. Individual scans
are combined into a single spectrum for each galaxy, with velocity
bins corresponding to ∼22 km s−1. The signal is converted from
instrumental units to units of Jy km s−1 using the 2013 wavelength-
dependent values of the IRAM 30-m telescope efficiencies.4 Within
an appropriately defined window, the signal is summed up to yield
the CO line flux. Flux errors are computed as follows: Next to di-
rectly propagating the rms error per bin to the line flux (leading
to a mean observational error of ∼10 per cent in our CO observa-
tions), we also include a flux calibration error of 10 per cent, as well
as the error on the aperture correction (obtained by perturbing the
correction model described below), leading to a median total error
of 16 per cent on our CO flux measurements. We present a gallery
of the resulting line profiles in Appendix D. All fluxes, errors, and
other direct observables are listed in Table B1.
We follow the procedure outlined by Lisenfeld et al. (2011) to
compute aperture corrections (see also Stark et al. 2013; Row-
lands et al. 2015). Briefly, a model galaxy is assumed, and the
emission before and after convolution with a Gaussian beam is
compared. The correction factor thus corresponds to the ratio be-
tween the total extrapolated CO intensity and the observed inner
part: fcorr = ICO,total/ICO,observed. We assume that the CO emission
follows an exponential disc distribution with scale length equal to
0.2 ∗R25, where R25 is the 25 mag arc s−2 isophotal radius in the g
band. We tested that our conclusions are not altered significantly
when deriving the scale length from the half-light radius taken from
Simard et al. (2011) instead. The correction can be expressed as
follows:
ICO,observed/ICO,total = 4
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−
√
x2 + y2
hCO
)
· exp
(
− ln 2
[(
2x
HPBW
)2
+
(
2y cos i
HPBW
)2])
dx dy,
(1)
2https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/spire-point-source-catalogue
3http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/
4http://www.iram.es/IRAMES/mainWiki/Iram30mEfficiencies
where hCO is the scale length of the CO emission, i is the
galaxy’s inclination (see Section 3.3), and HPBW denotes the
half-power beam width. The latter is well fit by HPBW = 2460
· (νrest/GHz)−1(1 + z), where νrest denotes the rest frequency of the
given line.5 For the median redshift of our sample (〈z〉 ∼ 0.065)
this corresponds to HPBW ∼22 arcsecfor the CO(1–0) line and
∼11 arcsecfor CO(2–1), translating to physical sizes of 25.0 and
12.5 kpc, respectively. Aperture effects are therefore always more
pronounced for CO(2–1) than for CO(1–0), with correction factors
for the latter limited to 40 per cent and with a median value of
∼9.6 per cent.
Our aperture-corrected CO(1–0) line fluxes range from ∼0.9 to
∼67.5 Jy km s−1, with a median of ∼7.6 Jy km s−1. Signal-to-noise
ratios (S/Ns) reach from ∼5 to ∼25, with 〈S/N〉∼ 10. Hereafter,
all analysis and line fluxes quoted in tables, text or figures in-
clude the aperture correction. For completeness, we include the
aperture correction factors that were applied as separate entries in
Table B1.
2.3 H I observations and mass estimates
Complementing the IRAM 30-m Stripe82 CO programme, we car-
ried out 21 cm H I line observations for a subset of our sample with
the Arecibo 305-mtelescope. We observed and detected 24 sources,
yielding S/N levels ranging from ∼3 to ∼50 with median 〈S/N〉∼ 9.
The median ratio between the peak signal and rms noise per channel
corresponded to 5.5, with values ranging from ∼3 to ∼30. Expo-
sure times ranged from ∼3 to ∼30 min, and data reduction followed
standard procedures similar to those outlined in, e.g. Minchin et al.
(2010). In brief, spectra were polarization combined, scaled to Jy,
baseline-subtracted with a linear baseline and boxcar smoothed to
yield velocity bins of widths ranging from ∼50 to ∼130 km s−1.
For reference, a gallery of our 21 cm spectra recorded is presented
in Appendix D.
We proceed to derive direct constraints on the HI mass for the 24
sources with HI measurements (out of 92 galaxies) as follows (see
e.g. Catinella et al. 2012)
(MH I/M) = 2.356 × 105(1 + z)−1
(
DL
Mpc
)2(
SH I
Jy km s−1
)
(2)
For 37 of the remaining sources that have a NUV-r colour mea-
surement available, whenever discussing the atomic-to-molecular
gas ratio (MH I/MH2 ) or H I masses, we adopt the empirical scaling
relation based on the GALEX Arecibo SDSS Survey (GASS) DR2
presented in Catinella et al. (2012), for which they find a scatter of
∼0.29 dex:
log(MH I/M) = −0.338 log μ − 0.235(NUV − r) + 2.908 (3)
Here, μ is the stellar surface density: μ = M (2πR250)−1. We cor-
rected the NUV − r colour (from the GALEX data base; Bianchi
et al. 2011) for Galactic extinction, using ANUV − r = 1.9807 Ar,
where the extinction in the r-band Ar was obtained from the SDSS
data base. A k-correction was applied to take into account the small
redshift difference between galaxies in our sample and those stud-
ied by Catinella et al. (2012). For the other 31 sources without
NUV − r colour measurement, we instead conducted a best fit us-
ing the tabulated binned median values in Catinella et al. (2012),
5http://www.iram.es/IRAMES/telescope/telescopeSummary/telescope s
ummary.html
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Figure 4. Comparison between H I masses obtained by 21 cm HI line ob-
servations for a subset of our galaxies, and H I mass estimates predicted by
a scaling relation taken from Catinella et al. (2012). In the absence of an
H I measurement, we rely on this scaling relation whenever discussing the
atomic-to-molecular gas ratio, or H I masses directly. The 1-to-1 line (black
solid) and the median offset (black dashed) are shown for reference. The
errorbars represent rms noise in the flux measurements and do not contain
uncertainties in the conversion of flux to inferred HI mass.
yielding
log (MH I/M) = −1.12 log μ + 8.76. (4)
The scatter in this relation amounts to ∼0.36 dex for the total,
unbinned sample. Throughout the rest of the paper, errors on MH I
correspond to the rms noise whenever a direct observation was
made, and are set to the scatter in the respective scaling relation
otherwise.
Fig. 4 contrasts the HI masses obtained by our Arecibo sur-
vey and the values that the scaling relation would have yielded.
Our results confirm the validity of the HI scaling relation based on
GASS.
2.4 Ancillary data and galaxy properties
The location of our sample in Stripe82 allows for access to a broad
range of ancillary multiwavelength data. Other than the WISE +
SPIRE IR photometry, essential optical diagnostics to compute de-
rived galaxy properties are taken from SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al.
2009) or catalogues based thereupon. Specifically, we use MPA-
JHU stellar masses (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Salim et al. 2007)
and SFRs (Brinchmann et al. 2004), and uncertainties tabulated by
these authors. Further, following Genzel et al. (2015) and Tacconi
et al. (2018), we take the strong optical line ratios [O III] /H β and
[N II] /H α from SDSS and in Table B2 list the gas-phase metallici-
ties derived according to the Pettini & Pagel (2004) O3N2 calibra-
tion:
Z = 12 + log(O/H) = 8.73 − 0.32 × log(([O III] λ5007/H β)
/([N III] λ6583/H α)), (5)
where relevant, structural properties based on the rest-optical
emission are taken from Simard et al. (2011) who fitted Se´rsic
models to the two-dimensional surface brightness profiles. The in-
clination i, which enters the calculation of aperture corrections and
dynamical masses, is computed from the tabulated ellipticity mea-
surements assuming a disc thickness h = 1/10 for local galaxies
(e.g. Hall et al. 2012). The latter is defined as the ratio of scale
height to scale length (see e.g. Wuyts et al. 2016):
cos(i)2 = ((1 − )2 − h2)/(1 − h2). (6)
3 ME T H O D S
We now reprocess the direct observables presented in Section 2
to obtain the physically more meaningful quantities of gas and
dynamical mass. We first discuss how we translate our CO (1–
0) fluxes into a galaxy-integrated molecular gas content and then
proceed to describe our alternative approach starting from the IR-
based dust masses. Finally, we outline the procedure of line profile
fitting to determine the dynamical (i.e. total) mass enclosed within
1Re.
3.1 CO-based molecular gas masses
Studies of the Milky Way and Local Group galaxies have shown
that the integrated CO(1–0) line luminosity L′CO is closely related
to the number of molecular clouds, which in turn is related to the
virial mass of the cloud system (e.g. Solomon et al. 1987; Bolatto
et al. 2013). The total molecular gas mass of an ensemble of (near)-
virialized clouds can therefore be expressed as
Mgas,CO = αCO L′CO. (7)
To calculate L′CO from our aperture-corrected CO fluxes SCO, we
follow the procedure from Solomon et al. (1997):
L′CO(
K km s−1 pc2
) def= ∫
source
∫
line
TR(v) dv dA
= 3.25 × 107
(
SCO
Jy km s−1
)(νobs
Hz
)−2( DL
Mpc
)2
(1 + z)−3. (8)
In the definition above, TR denotes the wavelength-dependent
surface brightness temperature in the Rayleigh–Jeans regime.
νobs = νem(1 + z)−1 is the observed frequency, and DL de-
notes the luminosity distance. For Milky Way-like systems,
the conversion factor αCO can be assumed to be constant:
αCO, MW = 3.2 M/(K km s−1 pc2). In general, however, the con-
version is metallicity dependent (Leroy et al. 2011; Genzel et al.
2012; Bolatto et al. 2013, hereafter G12 and B13, respectively). We
follow the approach used in, e.g. Genzel et al. (2015), Tacconi et al.
(2018), and account for metallicity by applying the geometric mean
of the B13 and G12 correction factors χG12, B13(Z), where
χG12(Z) = 10−1.27(12+log(O/H)−8.67), (9)
χB13(Z) = 0.67 × exp
(
0.36 × 10−(12+log(O/H)−8.67)). (10)
We tested that similar conclusions are reached when adopting the
prescription for αCO presented in Accurso et al. (2017), which in ad-
dition to a metallicity-dependence features a secondary dependence
on the offset from the MS. Finally, we apply a 36 per cent mass cor-
rection for helium, such that our final gas masses are computed
as
log
(
Mgas, CO
) = log (3.2 L′CO)+ 12 log (χB13 · χG12)
+ log (1.36) . (11)
We note that in the error calculation on Mgas, CO, we consciously
choose to adopt the fractional errors from the flux measurements
(with median value 16 per cent; see Section 2.2). The errors thus
reflect observational uncertainties, rather than uncertainties in the
conversion factor.
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Figure 5. Dust mass Mdust (shown in colour) as a function of the dust
temperature, Tdust, and the total IR luminosity, LIR.
3.2 Dust-based gas masses
In this section, we describe how we infer a galaxy-integrated dust
mass from the IR data described in Section 2.1, and how we proceed
to derive an estimate of the gas-mass-based thereupon.
To this date, there are a number of different dust-based approaches
in use, which can, broadly speaking, be classified into three types:
One route is based on probing the FIR spectrum at a single point
in the long-wavelength Rayleigh–Jeans tail, where the dependence
on dust temperature is minor, such that the dust mass scales nearly
linearly with the monochromatic IR luminosity (e.g. Scoville et al.
2014; Groves et al. 2015). Secondly, one can probe the FIR SED
with several filters and fit physically motivated dust emission mod-
els (Draine & Li 2007). Finally, one may use a simplification of the
second approach, where the fitting is done based on modified black-
body emission (however, see the discussion in Berta et al. 2016 for
a critical assessment of the latter). Our method fits to WISE+SPIRE
SEDs and applies a conversion to gas masses from Genzel et al.
(2015), which itself is derived from FIR SED fitting of Draine & Li
(2007) models.
For each object, we fit the empirical Dale & Helou (2002, here-
after DH02) templates to the WISE + SPIRE SED. The dust tem-
perature Tdust corresponding to the best-fitting template is taken
from Magnelli et al. (2014, Table A.1), who fitted single modified
blackbody functions with emissivity index β = 1.5 to the DH02 tem-
plate set. As a second parameter, the best-fitting amplitude yields
a measure of the total infrared luminosity or equivalently SFR (see
Kennicutt 1998). Uncertainties on our fit are derived using a Monte
Carlo technique. We follow Genzel et al. (2015) in computing the
dust mass as(
Mdust
M
)
= 1.2 × 1015
(
SFR
M yr−1
)(
Tdust
K
)−5.5
. (12)
Fig. 5 displays the range in LIR and Tdust for the galaxies in our
sample, and the dust mass estimates based thereupon.
We then translate Mdust into a gas mass estimate using the
metallicity-dependent conversion based on sightline observations
through five Local Group galaxies by Leroy et al. (2011):
log(Mgas, dust) = log (Mdust) + 2 − 0.85
∗ ((12 + log(O/H)) − 8.67). (13)
We remind the reader that the spatially resolved study conducted by
Leroy et al. (2011) by definition established a conversion between
dust mass and total gas mass along the line of sight within CO-
emitting regions, i.e. H2 + H I. In contrast, the CO method is used to
probe the purely molecular gas phase (i.e. H2 only), which holds the
immediate fuel for star formation. We will return to this point in Sec-
tion 4.2 when contrasting both methods. The dust-based gas masses
obtained from equation (13) are displayed as a function of redshift
in Fig. 2, which highlights our sample compared to the underlying
distribution of Stripe82 HerS galaxies. We note that our adopted er-
rors on Mgas, dust (which typically correspond to ∼6 per cent) are
propagated directly from the above-mentioned statistical uncer-
tainties in the IR SED fit. Similarly to the CO-based approach,
our error calculation thus accounts for observational uncertainties,
and does not include any systematic uncertainty in the dust-to-gas
conversion.
3.3 Line profile fits and enclosed mass components
Encoded in their width and spectral shape, the CO line profiles
contain information about the dynamical mass enclosed within the
CO-emitting region. To each of our spectra, we apply a fit based on
gas emission from an inclined rotating disc. In Section4.3, we will
then use the best-fit models as a means to inspect the total mass
budget within the effective radius.
At each radius r, we calculate the relative brightness of the light
tracer [i.e. CO(1–0)] based on the assumption that molecular gas
resides in an exponential disc with half-light radius Re taken from
Simard et al. (2011). The emission from each position within the
galaxy will contribute to the line profile at a specific velocity, which
depends on the radius, the inclination and the angle with respect
to the major axis of the disc. The general line profile shape is thus
modelled as the superposition of the signals emitted over all ra-
dial velocities vrad(r) = v(r) sin (i) cos (φ) convoluted with the beam
width, where v(r) = (GM( < r)/r)1/2 denotes the circular velocity
at a given radius, i the inclination, and ϕ the azimuthal angle. We
calculate the circular velocity based on the model radial mass distri-
bution Mtot( < r) = Mbaryon( < r) + MDM( < r). The baryonic mass
profile is taken to follow the Se´rsic model fit to the optical image
by Simard et al. (2011). Since the stellar content dominates, other
components that may not follow a Se´rsic profile can be neglected.
For the dark matter distribution, we adopt an NFW halo with virial
radius tied to redshift and input halo mass following standard cos-
mology (e.g. Mo, Mao & White 1998) and concentration set by red-
shift and halo mass according to Dutton & Maccio` (2014). We fit the
CO(1–0) line profile with the above model, leaving three parameters
free: mass of the Se´rsic component, mass of the NFW component,
and amplitude of the emission [i.e. CO(1–0) line flux]. As initial
guesses to be perturbed, we take M + Mgas, CO + MH I as the mass
of the Se´rsic component, a halo mass calculated according to the
M−Mhalo relation from Moster, Naab & White (2013), and an arbi-
trary value for the flux. We then choose the model yielding the lowest
value for
χ2 =
∑(Fobs, j − Fmodel, j
rmsobs
)2
, (14)
where the summation is over spectral bins and Fobs, j and Fmodel, j are
the modelled and observed fluxes in bin j, and rmsobs is the mean rms
error per bin determined outside of the line of our observed spectra.
Errors on our dynamical mass estimates are derived similarly to
those on Mgas, dust: by running 100 Monte Carlo realisations and
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Figure 6. A tight relation is observed between the integrated luminos-
ity of the CO(2–1) line versus the CO(1–0) line, with median excitation
〈R21〉 ∼ 0.64 and scatter ∼0.17 dex.
Figure 7. Comparison between dust-based gas masses and CO-based gas
masses. Cold gas masses from the two methods correlate strongly, albeit
with a modest offset towards higher values for the dust-based inference. The
1-to-1 line (black solid) and the median offset (black dashed) are shown for
reference. The errorbars on Mgas,CO include rms noise, a flux calibration
error of 10 per cent, and the statistical uncertainty on the aperture correction
(see Section 2.2), while the statistical errorbars on Mgas, dust were derived
by perturbing the IR SED and re-running our SED fitting procedure (see
Section 3.2).
using that 68 per cent of the resulting dynamical masses fall within
±1σ , which leads to a median error of ∼27 per cent.
We note that our galaxy-integrated line profiles do not gener-
ally leave us in a position to robustly constrain the mass of each
of the components separately due to strong degeneracies, but in
some cases, the extra flexibility in setting the shape of the mass
distribution improves the quality of fit. For our purpose, we are
only extracting the total dynamical mass (i.e. the sum of both com-
ponents), which is most robustly constrained within one effective
radius.
4 R ESULTS
We now turn to analysing the excitation properties of our sample
in Section 4.1, and then proceed to compare and cross-calibrate
Figure 8. The offset between our dust-based and CO-based gas masses,
log (Mgas, dust) − log (Mgas, CO), reduces with increasing metallicity. A sec-
ondary dependence on atomic-to-molecular gas ratio (colour coding) is
notable, such that H I-rich systems have relatively higher dust-based gas
masses compared to the CO reference.
our CO- and dust-based gas masses in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
as a sanity check, we further evaluate the overall mass budget of
our galaxies by comparing dynamical mass constraints to the sum
of enclosed masses from individual components (stars, gas, dark
matter).
4.1 Excitation properties
Fig. 6 compares the aperture-corrected CO(2–1) and CO(1–0) line
luminosities of the 56 galaxies for which CO(2–1) observations
could be taken in the same frequency set-up (effectively all objects
with z < 0.14). We find a tight relation with ∼0.17 dex scatter,
suggesting that only a very limited range in excitation properties
(at least in the low-J regime) is present within our sample. No
significant trends of R21 = LCO(2–1)/LCO(1–0) with intrinsic galaxy
properties (sSFR, mass, metallicity, size) or angular size are found,
confirming the uniform excitation properties of the galaxies in our
sample and the lack of observationally induced variations in the
line ratio once aperture corrections are accounted for. Our median
value for the line ratio, 〈R21〉 ∼ 0.64, is broadly consistent with
literature values ranging from 0.5 to0.8 in the case of spatially
resolved and galaxy-integrated star-forming discs (e.g. Leroy et al.
2013; Rosolowsky et al. 2015; Saintonge et al. 2017).
Finally, from simultaneous fitting of the line profiles of CO(1–
0) and CO(2–1), leaving the extent of CO(2–1) as an extra free
parameter, we infer comparable sizes for the two CO tracers, with
the CO(2–1) size formally being 10 per cent smaller (±0.16 dex).
4.2 Comparing CO- and dust-based gas masses
We now turn to the comparison between inferences of the cold
gas reservoirs based on CO(1–0) and the dust continuum emission.
Fig. 7 clearly shows an encouragingly tight relation, with standard
deviation ∼0.17 dex. In detail, the dust-based gas masses show a
very minor systematic offset from their CO-based counterparts by
∼0.05 dex, with the significance of the offset corresponding to just
2.7σ for the ensemble (where σ = 0.174/√92 for 92 targets). As
explained in Section 3.2, one might naively expect a finite offset
between the two methods, given our use of CO as a tracer of purely
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 7, but using ‘corrected’ dust-based gas masses.
The latter were obtained from cross-calibrating the CO- and dust-based gas
masses shown in Fig. 7 adopting a linear dependence on metallicity. The
1-to-1 line (black solid) and the median offset (black dashed) are shown for
reference. Errorbars on the y-axis represent the statistical error on Mgas, dust
and do not contain systematic uncertainties in the metallicity calibration.
molecular gas, while the Leroy et al. (2011) dust-to-gas conversion
included measures of the HI column density as well.
We explore the dependences of the residuals in Fig. 8, focusing
on metallicity and atomic-to-molecular gas ratio. Our findings sug-
gest that the residuals reduce with metallicity, albeit the scatter is
considerable. We note that the x- and y-axes in this plot are not in-
dependent, since both our Mgas, CO and Mgas, dust calculations depend
on metallicity (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Each data point is colour-
coded by a measure of the galaxy-integrated atomic-to-molecular
gas ratio MH I/MH2 (as introduced in Section 2.3), which exhibits
a strong relation to the residuals, in line with recent work done by
Janowiecki et al. 2018. We note, however, that any such secondary
dependence on MH I/MH2 is impractical to implement in a recipe to
recalibrate the dust-based gas mass, by lack of CO coverage over
the large-area far-IR continuum surveys for which such a recipe can
be of use. When repeating this exercise for different galaxy prop-
erties, we report no significant dependences on sSFR, galaxy mass,
or size.
We aim to establish a way to predict purely molecular gas
masses from dust. To this end, we apply a linear fit depending
on metallicity to our dust-based gas masses to improve consistency
with the CO-based estimates. We thus minimize the expression:
[log (Mgas, dust) + a · (Z − Z) + b] − log (M gas,CO). Fig. 9 shows our
thus adjusted dust-based gas masses as a function of log (Mgas, CO).
Logically, the data points lie around the 1-to-1 line without remain-
ing systematics, and inclusion of the metallicity-dependent term
allowed for a slight reduction in scatter, from ∼0.17 to ∼0.13 dex.
Our best-fitting parameter values are a ∼ 0.97 and b ∼ −0.17.
Combining these with equation (13) [i.e. the Leroy et al. (2011)
conversion from dust to total gas mass] yields
log
(
Mmol gas, dust
) = log (Mdust) + 1.83
+ 0.12((12 + log(O/H)) − 8.67). (15)
Thus, the metallicity dependence of the molecular gas-to-dust
ratio is greatly reduced compared to the metallicity dependence of
the total gas-to-dust ratio (see also e.g. Cortese et al. 2016).
However, one should keep in mind that equation (15) follows our
default approach of adopting the geometric mean of prescriptions by
Figure 10. Toy model sketching the atomic and molecular gas mass profiles
within a galaxy. We assume an exponential disc distribution for H2 and
flat surface mass density for HI (at least over the radial range containing
appreciable amounts of molecular gas). We use this model to derive by how
much our dust-based gas masses would be affected assuming that the dust
traces not only H2 but also part or all of the HI.
G12 and B13 for the metallicity dependence of the αCO conversion
factor (see equation 11). If instead we were to adopt χG12 (χB13)
the 0.12 coefficient in front of the metallicity term would become
−0.37 (0.61). We hence conclude that no significant conclusions
can be drawn on deviations from a constant molecular gas-to-dust
ratio across the metallicities sampled, and a metallicity dependence
as steep as prescribed by Leroy et al. (2011) is ruled out when
considering just gas in the molecular phase.
As motivated earlier, it would be plausible to expect a finite ex-
cess in Mgas, dust compared to the CO reference indicating that dust
not only traces gas in the molecular phase but also (or at least in
part) the atomic gas phase. We consider a toy model assuming that
HI resides in a disc of constant surface mass density, at least out to
those galactic radii traced by molecular gas. We adopt a value of
10/Z′ M pc−2 for the surface mass density motivated by observa-
tions of nearby galaxies (Bigiel et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2013) and in
broad agreement with theoretical work based on radiative transfer
calculations of the H I-to-H2 transition threshold (Sternberg et al.
2014), where Z′ = Z/Z with solar metallicity Z = 8.67 (Asplund
et al. 2004). We further assume that the molecular gas distribution
follows an exponential profile with scale length adopted from the
g-band image, in agreement with the observed exponential decline
in CO brightness in the most nearby galaxies (see e.g. Leroy et al.
2009; Schruba et al. 2011). The resultant mass profile is sketched
in Fig. 10, showing surface density  as a function of radius R:
the central region is dominated by the molecular phase, whereas H I
prevails at larger radii. We then downscale Mgas, dust (computed as
outlined in Section 3.2) according to three different scenarios. First,
following the hypothesis that dust traces the total cold gas mass
(H I + H2), i.e. Mgas, mol = Mgas, dust · (MH2/(MH I + MH2 )), we find
that the offset between dust- and CO-based mass estimates would
change from +0.05 to −0.34 dex (model 0 in Fig. 11). Thus, as-
suming that all atomic gas is associated with dust, including that
residing at large galactocentric radii, clearly overshoots the down-
scaling. Therefore, unless there are conspiring systematic offsets in
our adopted CO-to-H2 conversion factor αCO and dust-to-gas ratio
each at the level of ∼50 per cent, our analysis implies that dust does
not trace the entire cold gas disc (HI + H2). This interpretation is
consistent with studies comparing the scale lengths of the 21cm
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 7, but with our toy model adjustment for HI applied
to the dust-based gas masses. Here, Mgas,dust is adjusted and contrasted to
Mgas, CO according to three scenarios. Model 0 is based on the assumption
that dust traces all cold gas (H I + H2). Model 1 assumes that at any radius
at most as much H I as H2 is traced by dust, and model 2 assumes that
only H I in the H2-dominated region is traced by dust. While model 0 is
clearly overshooting the adjustment, model 2 (in which dust traces HI gas
in the molecular-dominated regime) yields the best agreement. The 1-to-
1 line (black solid) and the median offset (black dashed) are shown for
reference.
and IR emission in nearby galaxies (Thomas et al. 2004) and in
the Virgo cluster (Cortese et al. 2010), which showed evidence for
truncated dust (relative to H I). The idea that dust traces only part of
H I in a mixed phase yields a better agreement than the first scenario.
If all H I in overlap with H2 is traced (model 1; vertically shaded
region in Fig. 10), the offset amounts to −0.12 dex (0.13 dex scat-
ter). If only the H2-dominant phase is traced (model 2; horizontally
shaded region in Fig. 10), the offset changes to −0.031 dex (0.15
dex scatter), which is consistent with our observations. However, we
caution that, given that the initial offset of 0.05 dex is minor enough
(2.7 σ ) to be a consequence of uncertainties in the measurement,
our results do not allow us to discriminate between model 2 and
the possibility that dust does not trace any HI at all. The conclusion
that not all H I is traced by dust on the other hand is statistically
robust.
4.3 Dynamical mass constraints
In addition to integrated CO line flux information, our IRAM sur-
vey also yields dynamical constraints on the mass budget through
the width and profile shape of the galaxy-integrated CO line mea-
surements. Here, we take advantage of these additional constraints
to investigate the total mass budget enclosed within the effective
radius. As discussed in Section 3.3, we fit the observed CO(1–
0) line profile with inclined rotating disc models accounting for
the finite beam width. We report the resultant dynamical masses
in Table B2. We note that consistent dynamical masses are ob-
tained when fitting the line profiles of CO(2–1), where observed
( logMdyn = 0.03 ± 0.13).
For a cross-check, we calculate an independent estimate of the
enclosed mass components based on the following mass profiles.
For the stellar and molecular mass distribution, we assume a Se´rsic
profile as fit by Simard et al. (2011). For the atomic gas, we
adopt a uniform distribution with a threshold surface density of
12/(Z − Z)Mpc−2 motivated by radiative transfer calculations
(Sternberg et al. 2014), above which gas is expected to convert from
the atomic to the molecular phase. Such a saturation effect has in-
deed been observed in spatially resolved studies of nearby galaxies
(Bigiel et al. 2008; Schruba et al. 2011). We infer the total dark mat-
ter mass using the M−Mhalo relation derived through abundance
matching (Moster et al. 2013), and adopt the halo concentration
from (Dutton & Maccio` 2014). By distributing the total masses
M, MH I, MH2 , and Mhalo according to these profiles, we calculate
the mass enclosed within one effective radius (Re) for each mass
component.
We adopt the errors on M provided by MPA-JHU as noted in Sec-
tion 2.4, while errors onMH I andMH2 remain the same as throughout
(see Sections 2.3 and 3.1). Since our adopted halo masses are de-
rived using the M−Mhalo relation, their uncertainties follow from
a combination of the intrinsic scatter of 0.15 dex in the Moster
et al. (2013) relation, and the uncertainty on M as input variable.
We account for that by drawing, for each galaxy, 100 stellar masses
from a Gaussian centred around log M with standard deviation
((dlogM)2 + 0.152)1/2, then computing the corresponding 100 halo
masses and using the central 68th percentile to arrive at the final
±1σ error on Mhalo.
Fig. 12 (left-hand panel) contrasts the dynamical mass estimates
to the stellar masses of the respective galaxies. A sizeable systematic
offset is evident, of ∼0.38 ± 0.21 dex, thus leaving significant room
for other mass components than stars. Low-inclination systems are
shown for completeness (open circles) but are discarded from the
statistics quoted given their results are dominated by uncertainties in
the inclination correction. Next, we add our best estimate of all mass
components that should, to various degrees, contribute to the mass
budget within the effective radius. Accounting for the sum of all
enclosed masses yields an excellent agreement to the dynamically
inferred mass budget (right-hand panel of Fig. 12), with the offset
dropping to ∼0.05 ± 0.17 dex. This increases our confidence in
our ability to quantify the (sum of) stellar masses and dark matter
contributions in the inner disc regions. We note that this exercise
should not be considered as a means to tighten constraints on the
gas mass content (let alone identify subtle variations or re-scaling in
conversion factors). This is because baryonic gas fractions remain
below ∼35 per cent for nearly all objects in our sample, and gas-
to-total (i.e. including dark matter) mass fractions are even smaller.
On a sidenote, the prospects for kinematics to usefully constrain the
(gas) mass budget at higher redshifts are more optimistic, given their
gas-rich nature (e.g. Tacconi et al. 2018, and references therein) and
reduced (inner) dark matter fractions (e.g. Wuyts et al. 2016; Genzel
et al. 2017; Lang et al. 2017; ¨Ubler et al. 2017). For example, Tadaki
et al. (2017) present an application to dynamically constrain αCO in
the core region of massive z ∼ 2SFGs.
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Figure 12. Dynamical mass within 1 Re versus different mass components enclosed within the same radius. Objects with inclination < 25◦ aremarked with
open circles and excluded from the statistics due to significant uncertainties in inclination correction. Left: Dynamical versus stellar mass. Stellar mass alone
typically accounts for less than half of the mass within 1Re. Right: Dynamical mass plotted against the sum of enclosed stellar mass, molecular gas mass,
atomic gas mass, and DM halo mass. Markers in the top left of the diagram indicate by how much the offset is reduced when adding each mass component.
The offset is finally reduced to ∼0.05 dex, with scatter ∼0.17 dex. Our dynamical mass constraints thus agree well with the sum of enclosed mass components.
The 1-to-1 line (black solid) and the median offset (black dashed) are shown for reference.
5 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N
In this paper, we presented an IRAM survey targeting the CO(1–
0) emission line of 78 galaxies with known metallicities and with
existing archival IR measurements from WISE and the HerS sur-
vey. We additionally included 14 COLD GASS galaxies with WISE
and SPIRE coverage. For 58 galaxies, we further obtained CO(2–1)
measurements, thus enabling an analysis of our targets’ excitation
properties. We calculated CO- and dust-based gas masses to estab-
lish a cross-calibration between both methods for nearby galaxies.
Our CO-based gas mass fractions Mgas, CO/(Mgas, CO + M) typically
vary between ∼2 and 30 per cent, with median value 14.5 per cent.
Finally, we modelled the CO(1–0) line profiles to derive a dynam-
ical mass constraint within one effective radius and compared the
latter to the sum of enclosed mass components.
Our main results are as follows:
(i) In the comparison of CO(2–1) to CO(1–0) luminosities, we
find a median ratio 〈R21〉 corresponding to ∼0.64 with a small scatter
of ∼0.17 dex. Our results are consistent with 0.5 < R21 < 0.8, the
range of values reported in studies of the Local Universe (Leroy
et al. 2013; Rosolowsky et al. 2015; Saintonge et al. 2017). We
report no significant trends with sSFR, mass, metallicity, galaxy
size, angular size, thus suggesting a very uniform distribution of
excitation properties.
(ii) We report a tight relation between CO- and dust-based gas
masses (0.17 dex scatter), with the dust-based gas masses showing
a minor offset from their CO counterparts by about 0.05 dex. We
find that the offset decreases both with a decreasing measure of
the atomic-to-molecular mass ratio and with increasing metallicity,
although with considerable scatter. We adjust our dust-based gas
masses to match the CO-based reference by introducing a zero-
point and metallicity-dependent term (equation 15), effectively cor-
responding to a re-calibration of the dust-to-(molecular) gas ratio.
We further showed that our offset is consistent with the hypothesis
that dust traces not only H2 but also part of the atomic hydrogen in
overlap with the H2-dominant molecular gas disk, but not the entire
galaxy-integrated H I reservoir. This result reflects our expectations,
given that the gas-to-dust conversion we used (Leroy et al. 2011)
was established to yield the total gas mass (H I + H2) along the
line of sight in H2-dominated regimes. However, we caution that
the observed offset (at the 2.7σ level) may also be consistent with
being a consequence of observational uncertainties.
(iii) When contrasting the dynamical mass within one effective
radius to the sum of all enclosed mass components, we find an excel-
lent agreement (∼0.05 ± 0.17 dex offset). Given the overall modest
total gas mass fractions (35 per cent of baryons, 25 per cent of
total except for one gas-rich outlier), this result adds little to our em-
pirical constraints on gas mass conversion factors from CO and/or
dust. However, it serves as an encouraging demonstration that the
assumptions going into the derivation of stellar mass (e.g. IMF) and
inner dark matter components (dependent on overall halo mass as
well as DM profile) are sound.
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SUPPORTI NG INFORMATI ON
Supplementary data are available at MNRAS online.
Table B1. Directly observable quantities for our 78 Stripe82 galax-
ies: aperture-corrected CO(1–0) flux FCO(1–0)and, where applicable,
CO(2–1) flux FCO(2–1), corresponding aperture correction factors
(fcorr, CO(1–0), fcorr, CO(2–1)), the luminosity ratio R21 = FCO(2–1)/FCO(1–0),
and, where applicable, H I flux FH I.
Table B2. Derived physical quantities for our 78 Stripe82 galax-
ies: redshift z, stellar mass log M, star formation rate log SFR,
metallicity Z, half-light radius Re, dust temperature Tdust, dust mass
log Mdust, dust-based gas mass log (Mgas, dust), CO-based gas mass
log (Mgas, CO), dynamical mass log Mdyn, and H I mass log MH I. For
low-inclination systems (inc <25◦), the values for Mdyn are marked
with an asterisk to indicate that they are likely dominated by uncer-
tainties in the inclination.
Figure D1. IRAM CO(1–0) line profiles for the 78 galaxies in our
sample, sorted by increasing redshift.
Figure D2. IRAM CO(2–1) line profiles for 56 of our galaxies,
sorted by increasing redshift.
Figure D3. H I 21 cm line profiles for 24 galaxies in our sample,
sorted by increasing redshift.
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A P P E N D I X A : AG N C O N T R I BU T I O N
While our sample was selected to consist of purely star-forming galaxies, we aim to quantify to what extent the calibration proposed herein
can be applied to samples containing SFG+AGN composite galaxies. To this end, we simulate a grid of model AGN SEDs and add their
photometry in the 22, 250, 350, and 500 μm bands with appropriate scaling to the observed WISE+SPIRE photometry of our star-forming
sample. We apply our SED fitting procedure to these mock composite observations, and calculate dust-based gas masses for the ‘contaminated’
sources.
Our AGN IR model SEDs are taken from Kirkpatrick et al. (2015), who compiled a library of templates based on stacking Spitzer mid-IR
spectroscopy and multiwavelength imaging data of luminous infrared galaxies. Specifically, to explore different AGN spectral shapes, we use
the four different AGN templates in their comprehensive library (‘AGN1’ to ‘AGN4’ according to different redshift and IR luminosity cuts),
plus the purest AGN template from their mid-IR library (‘MIR1.0’). For a detailed discussion about the technique, underlying assumptions,
possible selection biases and limitations of the models, we refer the reader to Kirkpatrick et al. (2015). To get a rough estimate of the
bolometric luminosity Lbol, AGN of the AGN model IR SEDs, we apply a bolometric correction factor of 10.09 at 22μm as proposed by
Runnoe, Brotherton & Shang (2012). For each galaxy in our sample, we scale the mock photometric fluxes such that the ratio of the AGN
bolometric luminosity and the integrated IR luminosity of our star-forming SED, fAGN = log (Lbol, AGN/LIR, SF), ranges from −1 to 1, thus
accounting for various degrees of AGN contribution. We caution that the Runnoe et al. (2012) conversion was established for luminous AGN
with 45.1 < log Lbol, AGN < 47.0, while our parameter space explores bolometric luminosities ranging from 1043.3 to 1046.2 erg s−1. We also
note that our sample is situated at redshifts <0.2, while the Kirkpatrick et al. (2015) templates were established for z > 0.3. As a result, our
treatment of the AGN contribution is likely simplistic, and exploring how AGN properties might differ for our parameter space is beyond the
scope of this work. Here, we simply aim to provide a rough estimate of the general scale of AGN contribution effects.
The expected median over-/underprediction in dust-based gas masses, log (Mgas,dust), is shown in Fig. A1 as a function of the strength of
AGN contribution. At fAGN> 1, the gas mass is overpredicted with the discrepancy increasing with the strength of the AGN. The trends result
from the two dependences stated in equation (12): the dust mass (and therefore the predicted gas mass) increases linearly with LIR, SF, while
the dependence on dust temperature scales with a power of −5.5. The AGN contribution increases the total IR luminosity, while at the same
time adding predominantly to the flux at 22 μm, thus compensating by making the dust appear hotter. Our findings suggest that dust-based
gas masses will be overpredicted by a factor of 2 (1.5) if the AGN luminosity Lbol, AGN exceeds ∼5.4LIR, SF (3.3LIR, SF).
Figure A1. Expected variation in the prediction of Mgas, dust when fitting the SED of a model composite galaxy with AGN contribution, as opposed to a purely
star-forming galaxy. The median trend (black solid line) is calculated ranging over all galaxies and for each of them, over five templates accounting for different
AGN spectral shapes. The grey region displays the 68 percentile range.
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A PPENDIX B: C ATALOGUE O F O BSERVA B LES AND DERI VED QUANTI TI ES
In Tables B1 and B2, we list the values of our direct observations and derived quantities for the Stripe82 sample.
Table B1. Directly observable quantities for our 78 Stripe82 galaxies: aperture-corrected CO(1–0) flux FCO(1–0) and, where applicable, CO(2–1) flux FCO(2–1),
corresponding aperture correction factors [fcorr, CO(1–0), fcorr, CO(2–1)], the luminosity ratio R21 = FCO(2–1)/FCO(1–0), and, where applicable, H I flux FH I.
ID RA Dec. z FCO(1–0) fcorr, CO(1–0) FCO(2–1) fcorr, CO(2–1) R21 FH I
(hh:mm:ss.s) (dd:mm:ss.s) (Jy km s−1) (Jy km s−1) (Jy km s−1)
216 01:46:02.5 −00:17:36.3 0.055 18.1 ± 0.7 1.06 56.5 ± 1.6 1.62 3.1 ± 0.1 /
586 02:18:02.1 −00:33:34.7 0.144 3.6 ± 0.5 1.18 / / / /
621 02:12:19.8 01:04:41.4 0.151 6.4 ± 0.6 1.29 / / / /
742 01:15:12.7 −00:11:53.6 0.196 4.2 ± 0.5 1.02 / / / /
745 01:44:55.5 −00:40:27.9 0.15 2.9 ± 0.3 1.32 / / / /
210 01:04:44.7 −00:53:41.2 0.066 2.1 ± 0.4 1.01 5.7 ± 1.1 1.19 2.7 ± 0.7 /
. . .
Note: Table B1 is published in its entirety as online material in the electronic version of the journal (see the Supplementary Data), where it is also available as
a FITS file. A portion is shown here as an example of its format and contents.
Table B2. Derived physical quantitiesfor our 78 Stripe82 galaxies: redshift z, stellar mass log M, star formation rate log SFR, metallicity Z, half-light radius
Re, dust temperature Tdust, dust mass log Mdust, dust-based gas mass log (Mgas, dust), CO-based gas mass log (Mgas, CO), dynamical mass log Mdyn and H I mass
log MH I. For low-inclination systems (incl. < 25◦), the values for Mdyn are marked with an asterisk (∗) to indicate that they are likely dominated by uncertainties
in the inclination. The H I mass MH I is marked with a double asterisk (∗∗) when the value was obtained based on the Catinella et al. (2012) scaling relation
rather than a direct H I observation, as discussed in Section 2.3. We stress that the uncertainties presented here are of statistical nature only and thus exclude
systematics stemming from, e.g. the CO-to-H2 and dust-to-gas conversion factors.
ID z log M log SFR Z Re Tdust log Mdust log (Mgas, dust) log (Mgas, CO) log Mdyn log MH I
(M) (M yr−1) (kpc) (K) (M) (M) (M) (M) (M)
216 0.06 10.76 1.03 8.77 4.06 27.1 7.96 ± 0.01 9.87 ± 0.01 9.97 ± 0.05 10.43 ± 0.26∗ 10.15 ± 0.29∗∗
586 0.14 10.56 1.33 8.73 3.17 31.2 8.21 ± 0.03 10.16 ± 0.03 10.11 ± 0.07 10.56 ± 0.16 10.25 ± 0.29∗∗
621 0.15 10.88 1.41 8.81 3.72 30.2 8.28 ± 0.04 10.16 ± 0.04 10.35 ± 0.06 10.79 ± 0.14 9.98 ± 0.29∗∗
742 0.2 11.11 1.35 8.74 15.06 28.5 8.53 ± 0.03 10.47 ± 0.03 10.46 ± 0.06 11.56 ± 0.06 10.53 ± 0.29∗∗
745 0.15 10.51 1.13 8.67 6.02 31.2 8.17 ± 0.03 10.18 ± 0.03 10.12 ± 0.06 10.34 ± 0.13 10.46 ± 0.29∗∗
210 0.07 10.0 0.18 8.68 5.1 26.0 7.66 ± 0.05 9.65 ± 0.05 9.21 ± 0.09 10.2 ± 0.07 9.71 ± 0.29∗∗
. . .
Note: Table B2 is published in its entirety as online material in the electronic version of the journal (see Supplementary Data), where it is also available as an
FITS file. A portion is shown here as an example of its format and contents.
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APPENDIX C : POSTAGE STAMPS
In Fig. C1, we present three-colour gri postage stamps for the 78 galaxies targeted by our IRAM 30-m CO survey.
Figure C1. SDSS three-colour gri postage stamps for the galaxies targeted by our IRAM 30-m CO(1–0) survey, ranked by redshift (indicated in the bottom
right corner). For reference, we indicate the 22 arcsec beam of the IRAM 30-m telescope with a dotted circle.
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Figure C1 – continued
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APPEN D IX D : SPECTRAL GALLERY
In Fig. D1, we present the line profiles of all of our CO(1–0) observations, ranked by increasing redshift. Overplotted in red is the best-fitting
rotating disc model. Fig. D2 shows a collection of the 56 CO(2–1) line profiles that were observed simultaneously. The HI 21 cm line spectra
recorded for a subsample of our galaxies are shown in Fig. D3, sorted by increasing redshift as well.
Figure D1. IRAM CO(1–0) line profiles for the 78 galaxies in our sample, sorted by increasing redshift. The red curve represents the line profile fit obtained
by modelling the emission from a rotating disc (see Section 3.3). The yellow-shaded region marks the line as adopted in the calculation of the integrated line
flux, and the dashed line denotes the 1σ level. All flux densities are displayed as observed before the aperture correction was applied. Note: The full spectral
gallery is available as online material in the electronic version of the journal (see Supplementary Data). A portion is shown here as an example.
Figure D2. IRAM CO(2–1) line profiles for 56 of our galaxies, sorted by increasing redshift. The yellow-shaded region marks the line as adopted in the
calculation of the integrated line flux, and the dashed line denotes the 1σ level. All flux densities are displayed as observed before the aperture correction was
applied. Note: The full spectral gallery is available as online material in the electronic version of the journal (see Supplementary Data). A portion is shown
here as an example.
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Figure D3. H I 21 cm line profiles for 24 galaxies in our sample, sorted by increasing redshift. The grey areas mark regions of interference from a different
signal – these regions were excluded in the computation of the rms error, which is used for calculating the uncertainties on integrated HI line fluxes and
HI masses. The yellow-shaded region marks the line as adopted in the calculation of the integrated line flux, and the dashed line denotes the 1σ level. The
zero-point of the velocity axis is positioned at the predicted observed line frequency according to spectroscopic redshift from SDSS. Note: The full spectral
gallery is available as online material in the electronic version of the journal (see the Supplementary Data). A portion is shown here as an example.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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